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The Agile 2009 conference is created by a production team of highly respected Agile experts and practitioners to present a program that spans the whole spectrum of agile practice.
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And with the participation of:

Agile Adoption
Producer: Greg Smith, Washington Mutual, USA
Assistant Producer: Amr Elsamadisy, Gemba Systems, USA

Agile Frontier
Producer: Olav Maassen, QNH Application Development & Solutions, Netherlands
Assistant Producer: Eric Willeke, Inkubook.com, USA

Agile & Organizational Culture
Producer: Mitch Lacey, Mitch Lacey & Associates, USA
Assistant Producer: Paul Hammond, Microsoft Corporation, UK

Agile Product Management
Producer: Rich Mironov, Enthiosys, USA
Assistant Producer: Steve Johnson, Pragmatic Marketing, USA

Coaching
Producer: Chris Sterling, SolutionsIQ, USA
Assistant Producer: Gil Broza, 3P Vantage, Canada
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Producer: Greg Goodman, Genesis 10, USA
Assistant Producer: Jen Kintzle, Kintzle Consulting, USA
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